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What I’m Going To Talk About…

• Where we came from - specifically, 
how we managed the Apollo 
missions and what we can take 
from what they learned

• What we’ve been doing in the last 8 
years - Desert RATS

• What we don’t understand -
questions related to long-term “geo” 
-exploration of the Moon and Mars 
that are open and not yet dealt with



Apollo Operations Concept
• Apollo, particularly Apollo 15, 16 and 17, was the first time we brought all 

mission elements together to accomplish real scientific exploration in space
– Mission elements such as the vehicles and space suits, the flight techniques 

associated with getting from here to there (and back…), the mission control approach, 
personnel and facilities necessary to manage the mission and achieve the mission 
goals, and the crew, including the personal capabilities and mission training necessary 
to do the job

• The mission control philosophy was to have tightly scripted missions with a 
hierarchical set-up of primary mission controllers led by a Flight Director and 
backed up with back rooms of experts who acted as the extended resources 
available to Flight and the various front room controllers

• This approach evolved over the years from 1961, during the Mercury Program, 
when folks were essentially trying to figure out how the how the heck to do this…

• Although it had it’s flaws, it worked well, particularly in getting lots of the lunar 
surface looked at in a relatively small number of missions

– It also shone when things on the spacecraft didn’t work right, most notably on Apollo 
13



Apollo Operations Concept

• Mission Operations Control 
Room, Apollo 13

• Mission Evaluation Room, 
STS-114



Apollo Operations Concept

• Apollo 13 Service Module 
damage from explosion and fire

• Jury-rigged LiOH canister from 
Command Module attached to 

ECLSS in Apollo 13 Lunar 
Module



Apollo Operations Concept - Evaluation
• The Apollo approach to mission control worked very well, and has continued to 

work well during the Shuttle program for a number of reasons
– In many cases, we were learning how to do this stuff, and it was important to keep a 

handle on everything so we didn’t miss an important lesson
– The equipment was new, and in Apollo, each new mission involved an unflown 

spacecraft who’s quirks were unknown and whose continuous, problem-free 
performance was problematic

– Missions were of relatively short duration, with very aggressive goals in terms of 
science/exploration, so every second of the flight counted, particularly the time on the 
surface and in the lunar orbit (or, in the case of Shuttle, time in LEO)

– There were a significant number of bright, “limber” minds available to deal with 
problems in real time, thereby multiplying the capability of the crew

– We could talk in real-time (or close to it) to the crewmembers
– We had lots of money (having said that, the final three Apollo missions were cancelled 

due to operations cost, not hardware costs)
• Continuous exploration missions will call for a different approach (as have 

various American and Russian station missions)



Apollo Operations Concept

• Some of the Apollo/Shuttle philosophy will work during exploration; some will either not 
work, or (we hope) be unnecessary

– As we are finding with ISS, continuous operational control of an essentially infinite mission is both 
costly and, to a certain extent, a waste of people’s time

• On ISS, the number of controllers on shift is a fraction of an Apollo mission 
– Vehicles that are in continuous use in space tend to have less mechanical problems (until they 

approach MTBF limits), and have less requirement for the kind of continuous monitoring that the 
were used on Apollo and, to a certain extent, Shuttle

• Scripting, while probably useful for the early part of an exploration sortie mission (e.g., for 
the first half of a 7 day lunar surface mission), will need to give way to real-time, daily work 
planning to take advantage of successive discoveries

– This, by the way, is what we have evolved to on ISS
• The expansion of computer memory and the increasing ability of intelligent systems will 

make it possible, to a large extent, to place the “back room brain trust” into the habitats, 
rovers, space suits and other surface systems

• On the Moon, discussions can be real-time, but on Mars, the 2-way communications lag 
will make real-time conversations between the Earth and the surface crew impossible

• However, we will not be able to get away from a certain amount  of ground oversight
– As Don Pettit, one of the ISS crewmembers succinctly put it, when you got a problem, there’s 

nothing like a familiar voice on the ground to help you figure out the solution



Desert RATS

• Since 1998, the Crew and Thermal Systems Division at JSC, led by Joe Kosmo and Amy 
Ross, have been conducting annual forays to Flagstaff, AZ, to test suits, robots, 
information systems and field tools in preparation for conducting lunar and Martian 
exploration

• The purpose of these exercises has been extremely varied, but in general considered 
human-centered, external operations for exploration

– Suits/PLSSs
• Mobility and dexterity testing of experimental suit systems
• Carry ergonomics of suit/backpack systems
• Suited interfaces with surface mobility systems and EVA tools
• In-suit, “extra-habitat” recharge of life support systems

– Tools
• Basic geologic exploration and mobility tools
• Analytical equipment

– Manned rovers
• Ergonomics for rover operation
• On-rover recharge of life support systems

– Robotic rovers
• Human crewmember control of robotic rovers
• Use of robotic rovers as assistants for human crewmembers

– Information systems
• Use of helmet and suit mounted informatiuon systems
• Display and use of geographic/topographic information

– Science operations control and planning



Desert RATS - Suit Mobility Evaluation
• Our initial goal was to see what 

could be done with the available 
suits

• The diagram to the right shows the 
joint ranges of motion between the 
Mark III suit and shirt sleeve activity

• This data was acquired by doing 
short geologic traverses at Meteor 
Crater first un-suited and then in the 
Mark III

Knee mobility 
flexion

Suited range: 89°-178° 
Unsuited range:  80°-178°

Shoulder 
adduction/ 
abduction

Suited range: 9°-93° 
Unsuited range: -27°-58°

Hip  
flexion/extension

Suited range: 83°-180° 
Unsuited range: 77°-176°

Ankle flexion/extension

Suited range: 40°-167° 
Unsuited range: 50°-131°

Hip abduction/ 
adduction 

Suited range: -13°-49° 
Unsuited range: -11°-34°

Shoulder flexion 
& extension

Suited range: 19°-93° 
Unsuited range: 5°-86°

Elbow 
flexion/extension

Suited range: 43°-159° 
Unsuited range: 59°-178°

• Since 1998, we 
have added 
several gener-
ations of 
experimental 
suits to our 
“fleet”



Desert RATS - PLSS Recharge Testing
• One of the approaches to reducing backpack weight is to carry a reduced supply 

of consumables and enabling top-off during EVA, either on the rover or at a 
previously cached recharge station - the question is, how hard is this to do?



Desert RATS - Night Operations

• If we expect to do continuous lunar operations, is it possible to provide sufficient 
light for walking and other night operations in unfamiliar ground?



Desert RATS - EVA Information Delivery Systems
• Previously, all information delivery was 

based on hard copies of maps, 
checklists and traverse plans

• Is there a better way, taking advantage 
of modern avionics using Heads-Up-
Displays?



Desert RATS - Field Hand Tools
• Tools have been a big concern and testing point, particularly considering biological 

sampling and planetary protection concerns
• What works, and what doesn’t?



Desert RATS - Analytical Field Tools

• Analytical field tools are a big question, particularly with respect to the difficulty 
of performing this kind  of work in a suit?



Desert RATS - Manned Rovers

• In the last 2 field seasons, we have worked with the SCOUT Project to look at 
the ergonomics and utility requirements for manned rovers



Desert RATS - Use of Robotic Rovers
• Complementary human/robotic interaction will be the most efficient mix of two 

systems, but questions remain about “job” philosophy, command and control 
and interaction between individual elements



Desert RATS - Operation of Robotic Rovers
• Investigating control systems, suit ergonomics and blurring the line between 

manned and unmanned rovers
– In effect, when does a robot cease to become a robot and become another 

transportation vehicle?
– How many classes of vehicle do we need?



Desert RATS - Operation of Robotic Rovers

• Where is the most efficient 
command and control 
location during EVA/EVR 
operations?



Desert RATS - Robotic Rovers Autonomy
• Robotic autonomy during EVA/EVR 

operations
– What makes sense and what is feasible, 

given walking speed and terrain 
conditions?



Desert RATS - Q & D Lessons Learned 
(From The Suit Subject’s Perspective)

• Suit mobility and glove dexterity have made tremendous advances since Apollo, and can 
support the exploration goal of frequent, routine EVAs without seriously beating up the 
crewmembers in the process

• In-suit and on-rover recharge are relatively easy activities, provided the appropriate valve 
interlocks are built to prevent malfunctions

• Electronic based information delivery systems are superior to hard copies
• Display controls should be on the suit as a primary, with voice actuation as backup

– Suit sleeves are great places to put controls; the front of the suit is less favorable due to visibility 
and arm compression concerns

• Electronic data collection is still in it’s infancy, and presently adds more workload to the 
crewmember rather than lessening it

• We can do analytical work in a suit, but it is difficult and time consuming
• Rovers are great devices, both robotic, manned and hybrid versions

– Manned rovers greatly reduce crew fatigue and consumable  usage and extend EVA time
– Unmanned rovers are essential tools for a variety of operational duties

• Scientific and operational reconnaissance
• Equipment transport
• Instrument deployment

• There are a wide variety of approaches for rover autonomy and control during EVA, but no 
obvious “winner” yet

– The range between complete autonomy and total human control seems pretty wide, and uses exist 
for a variety of different control schemes

• To a large extent, we know what works in spacesuit systems, but the ancillary systems 
that will interact with the crewmembers remains wide open territory



Exploration Techniques - Open Questions
• Apollo barely pried open the door to planetary surface exploration
• Sustained scientific lunar and Mars exploration will require us to answer a host 

questions that are precipitated by having sustained exploration capability that 
was not available during Apollo

• These questions can be grouped into the following larger topics:
– Scientific analysis capability
– Exploration/science  information management
– Geographic information acquisition and delivery
– Operations information delivery systems
– Work allocation between human and robotic systems
– Degree of autonomy of robotic systems
– Operations philosophy and implementation

• I see the answers to these questions as part of re-inventing the sciences of field 
geology and biology so they can be practiced in places where we will never have 
the luxury working in a shirt-sleeve environment

– In short, how do we do what geoscientists and field biologists have always done -
apply geological and biological data to a geographic base so the geologic history, 
geochemistry, geophysics and biodiversity of an area can be deciphered and 
understood?



Exploration Techniques - Open Questions
• Scientific analysis capability

– What do we need on the lunar surface?
– What do we need to do while on EVA and what is better done in the habitat?
– What level of sample collection do we need to do and, as a subset, what level of analysis capability 

will inform our “high-grading” decisions, whether high-grading in the field or in a habitat?
• Exploration/science  information management

– How do we transfer standard terrestrial practices (use of field notebooks, field note taking, 
development of geologic context) to a system where the usual tools of pencil-field notebook-topo 
map-air photo will probably not be viable?

• For example, though the EVA gloves we have today are far superior to Apollo, they still do not allow easy use 
of writing implements, and are workable with keyboards only with great difficulty

– How do we do this so it is transparent to the crewmember and does not add to their workload 
during EVA?

• Many “labor-saving systems” I have testing in the Mark III have significantly increased my work load while 
decreasing the data output

• Geographic information acquisition and delivery
– Do we need an LGPS?
– What level of topographic knowledge do we actually need of the lunar surface?
– What kinds of products will we need to have in order to do the standard work geologists have 

always done
• Operations information delivery systems

– What does the crewmember need, and equally important, what do they not need?
– How do we, the geoscientists, decide?



Exploration Techniques - Open Questions
• Work allocation between human and robotic systems

– Who does what?
• We talk a lot about the capability of the human mind for doing creative activities like science, 

but where do we draw the boundary between human and robot?
– What can we learn from other industries, particularly commercial diving, on how the 

work mix between human and robotic partners is split out?
• Degree of autonomy of robotic systems

– What will produce the best science data?
– When is it cost effective to devote crewmembers to running rovers, as opposed to 

doing EVAs and  taking care of the habitat and environs?
– When it comes to science, do we want to leave science data gatheriing completely to 

a robotic system?
• At present, all robotic systems have human operators and overseers
• Our capability at robotics is still fairly primitive compared to the ability of a human, even 

encumbered in a space suit
• Operations philosophy and implementation

– How do we reduce our standing army of operations personnel without jeopardizing the 
mission?

– How do we integrate science planning and prioritization into the standard mix of 
mission safety?


